
Hi! We are boys and girls from 3°A at Farè school and we would like to introduce 
and show our project “Together in Expo”. 
It is a playful educational project that it has involted schools from all the world.
 
We have competed with the
others schools, doing
missions about the subject of
expo 2015: feed the planet,
energy for life.
To finish our missions we
have made practical and
excited activities that have
interested and involved us
directly. 

Now we want to show you two of them.
The mission number 42: “To make a tree 
a seed is needed”.
We have started our mission studying 
some fruits and counting the seeds.
And we have realized that there are lots of
different kinds of apples. 
Then, we have decided to go trough the 
topic, organazing an “Apples tasting”.
After analysing the apples, we have tried 
them!

The other mission was the mission number 80,
which was called “Food recycling”.
We have made a special menu, where dishes
were cooked in our kitchens, using only
advanced ingredients. Some dishes were also
eaten in class.
This mission has also helped us to reflect about
the fact of alimentary waste, and it has learnt us
to eat food in a more conscious and fair way.

Being an international project, we have used
both English and Spanish.
We have improved our competences in the use of
new technologies and we have increased our awareness about the use of 
Internet and social networks.
Infact we have used Internet to do our researches and we have created also an 



Instagram profile where we have shared photos, videos and text messages.

To fulfill of the project, we have 
created a multimedial recipe book 
with a Spanish school, the school Luis 
Manzanares, of Torre Pacheco: our 
twin school.
The first contact with Spanish
 students were by email but after with
great enthusiasm we met thanks to 
Skype.
At  first  the  videocamera  excited  us
but  in  the  end  our  experience  was

interesting and funny and we discovered that on the other side of the monitor
there are students as nice and as brilliant as us.

The paper recipe book was also sent to
our friends of the "Jilore Primary
school" of Malindi, in Kenia and we have
become their twin school last year.
In the end, we would tell you that this
experience enjoyed us a lot and they
made our school-trip more rich,
interesting and multilingual.

Moreover, we visited Expo Milan 2015 and so the pavilions and we liked them 
very much.  


